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ABSTRACT: Redundant and inapplicable features in information have caused an extended haul 

issue in network traffic classification. These highlights backtrack the procedure of arrangement still 

as keep a classifier from selecting precise selections, significantly once adapting to large 

information. Mutual information based mostly algorithmic program has used that analytically selects 

the simplest feature for classification. We propose a Hybrid Feature Selection algorithm that analytically 

selects the optimal feature for classification. This mutual information based principally feature selection 

algorithmic program will handle dependent information options linearly and nonlinearly. Its 

effectiveness is evaluated among the cases of network intrusion detection. Associate in Network 

Intrusion Detection System (IDS), named least sq. Support Vector Machine primarily based IDS 

(LSSVM-IDS), is made exploitation the features elite by the planned feature selection algorithmic 

program. The performance of LSSVM-IDS is evaluated by intrusion detection analysis datasets, 

significantly KDD Cup ninety nine dataset. The results of LS-SVM +HFSA show that our feature 

selection algorithm contributes more critical features for LSSVM-IDS to grasp better accuracy and lower 

computational cost compared with the state-of-the-art methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past decades, web and pc systems 

have raised various security problems thanks 

to the explosive use of networks. Any 

malicious intrusion or attack on the network 

could create to serious disasters. Intrusion 

could be a malicious, harmful entity that is 

chargeable for network attack. They violate 

integrity, confidentiality and availableness 

of a system resource. During this case, 

system is did not respond for information 

taken or being lost. So, Intrusion Detection 

Systems (IDSs) area unit should to decrease 

the intense influence of those attacks. 

Intrusion Detection System is outlined  

 

because the system or code tool to notice 

unauthorized access to a network or ADPS. IDS 

is capable of detection every type attack like 

malicious, harmful attack, vulnerability, 

information driven attacks, host based attacks as 

an example privilege violation, sensitive file 

access, unauthorized logins and malwares. Then 

want IDS once have firewall as a result of the 

networks having firewall weren't designed to 

notice attack at network layer and application 

layer like worms, viruses, Denial of services 

(DoS), distributed denial of services (DDoS) 

and Trojans. The work of firewall is to prevent 

external traffic from coming into within the 
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internal network. The intrusions area unit 

like viruses, worms, Trojans, or network 

attacks like unauthorized login, access of 

sensitive files, or information driven attacks 

on application. The intrusion violates the 

integrity, confidentiality and availableness. 

Because of this technique is unable to retort 

or access is denied. Therefore intrusion 

detection suggests that detection of 

unauthorized use of system or AN attack on 

a system or network. The Intrusion detection 

system (IDS) could be a hardware or 

computer code tool to detect these activities. 

Feature choice could be a technique for 

eliminating inapplicable and redundant 

options and choosing the most optimum set 

of options that manufacture a far better 

characterization of patterns happiness to 

completely different categories. Methods for 

feature choice square measure usually 

classified into filter and wrapper ways. 

This paper specializes in filter methods for 

IDS. Motivation: 

1. The Detection accuracy of anomaly 

system ought to maximize. 

2. The detector generation time ought 

to less. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Early development started with 

understanding the attacks and their 

identities. System to trace occurrences of 

these identities was the order of the day. 

This gave rise to the classic signature 

based intrusion detection systems [3]. 

Though robust these systems lack the 

potential to handle novel attacks [4]. 

Data mining techniques are often used to 

make signature matching more efficient. 

With increasing complexity of the 

networks to state the least the increasing 

protocol layers, the attackers have modeled 

the attacks to exploit the loop holes in this 

complex system. Hence there is a need to 

generalize the Intrusion Detection process. 

Newer models to detect intrusion have 

become prevalent replacing mechanisms 

which fish for specific character set to find 

attacks. This lead to the rise of another class 

of IDSs which uses anomaly in the traffic 

characteristics for intrusion detection. Of the 

several models available one model 

describes the use of protocols, time based 

analysis for building the model. This is 

coupled with algorithm for learning from the 

conditional rules [5]. Another model 

involves the combination of signature based 

detection for known attacks and anomaly 

based detection for new attacks forming a 

hybrid intrusion detection system. They 

illustrate the use of fuzzy data mining 

techniques for anomaly based detection [6]. 

Another approach is the application of 

Genetic algorithm, a machine learning tool, 

in intrusion detection systems. The use of 

Genetic Algorithm and Decision Trees to 

automatically generate rules for classifying the 

network connections [7]. 

3. DATASET FOR EVALUATION, 

TRAINING AND TESTING 

Application of machine learning techniques 

involves use of a good dataset and extraction of 

relevant features from the dataset. Many of such 

research based dataset often come in handy but 

are never up to the mark due various reasons 

ranging from the out datedness of the dataset 

(hence the attacks which are present in it) to the 

inadequate spread of the incident attacks in the 

dataset. Keeping these in mind researchers tend 

to generate specific sets involving highly 
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specific attacks and thus use them in 

evaluation of IDSs. In the forthcoming 

method used for Intrusion Detection, we 

have used the standard KDD CUP99 

Intrusion detection and evaluation dataset 

(98–99). In the KDD CUP99 IDS evaluation 

dataset, all the network traffic including the 

entire payload of each packet was recorded 

in TCP dump format and provided for 

evaluation. The test network consisted of a 

mix of real and simulated machines; 

background traffic was artificially generated 

by the real and simulated machines  while 

the attacks were carried out against the real 

machines. Classification of the attacks into 

four main classes namely, Denial of Service 

(DoS), Remote to Local (R2L), User to 

Remote (U2R) and the Data 

attacks/surveillance and probing [11]. 

4. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The current network traffic data, which are 

often huge in size, present a major challenge 

to IDSs These “big data” slow down the 

entire detection process and may lead to 

unsatisfactory classification accuracy due to 

the computational difficulties in handling 

such data. Classifying a huge amount of data 

usually causes many mathematical 

difficulties which then lead to higher 

computational complexity. As a well-known 

intrusion evaluation dataset, KDD Cup 99 

dataset is a typical example of large-scale 

datasets. This dataset consists of more than 

five million of training samples and two 

million of testing samples respectively. Such 

a large scale dataset retards the building and 

testing processes of aclassifier, or makes the 

classifier unable to perform due to system 

failures caused by insufficient memory. 

Furthermore,large-scale datasets usually 

contain noisy, redundant, or uninformative 

features which present critical challenges to 

knowledge discovery and data modeling. 

Disadvantages: 

1. Computer systems and internet have 

become a major part of the critical system. 

The current network traffic data, which are 

often huge in size, present a major challenge 

to IDSs. 

2. These “big data” slow down the entire 

detection process and may lead to 

unsatisfactory classification accuracy due to 

the computational difficulties in handling 

such data. 

3. Classifying a huge amount of data usually 

causes many mathematical difficulties which 

then lead to higher computational 

complexity. 

5. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We Proposed an Intrusion detection system 

(IDS) is computer code or hardware that 

monitors for intrusions and anomalies from the 

environment it's set to protect. Normally the 

IDS could be a security observance tool sort of a 

firewall that tries to find and possibly stop 

malicious activity. The Proposed LS-SVM 

based IDS a Knowledge primarily based IDS is 

applied on outcome of Filter Based Feature 

selection Algorithm i.e..This Feature Selection 

Algorithm Selects the most relevant feature of 

data, on this features we apply LS-SVM IDS for 

Attack Recognition. Knowledge primarily based 

IDS monitors a system victimization pattern of 

famed intrusions. The framework of the planned 

intrusion detection system is comprised of 4 

main phases: 

(1) Knowledge assortment, wherever 

sequences of network packets square measure 

collected, 

(2) knowledge preprocessing, wherever 
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coaching and check knowledge square 

measure preprocessed and necessary options 

that may distinguish one class from the 

others square measure elite, 

(3) Classifier coaching, wherever the model 

for classification is trained victimization LS- 

SVM, and 

(4) Attack recognition, wherever the trained 

classifier is employed to find intrusions on 

the check knowledge. 

The fig.1 shows the proposed system 

architecture that describes how the system 

works below: 

 

Fig 1.Proposed System Architecture 

5.1] Data Collection: 

Data assortment is that the 1st and a 

vital step to intrusion detection. The 

kind of information of supply and also 

the location wherever data is collected 

from square measure 2 determinate 

factors within the style and also the 

effectiveness of IDS. to produce the 

most effective suited protection for the 

targeted host or networks, this study 

proposes network-based IDS to check 

the planned approaches. The planned 

IDS run on the closest router to the 

victim(s) and monitor the incoming 

network traffic. During the training 

stage, the collected information samples 

square measure classified with relation to 

the transport/Internet layer protocols and 

square measure labeled against the domain 

data. However, the information collected 

within the take a look at stage square 

measure classified per the protocol varieties 

solely. 

5.2] Data Preprocessing 

The data obtained throughout the part of 

information assortment square measure 1st 

processed to get the essential options like 

those in KDD Cup ninety nine dataset. 

5.3] Feature choice 

Even though each affiliation during a dataset is 

diagrammatic by varied options, not all of those 

options square measure required to build IDS. 

Therefore, it's vital to spot the foremost 

informative options of traffic information to 

realize higher performance. The versatile 

Mutual data based mostly Feature choice 

(FMIFS) is meant to cut back the amount of 

features. The versatile linear coefficient of 

correlation based mostly Feature choice is 

meant to pick a feature that maximizes 

correlation and to eliminate moot and redundant 

options. However, the planned feature choice 

algorithms will solely rank options in terms of 

their connectedness however they can not reveal 

the most effective range of options that square 

measure needed to coach a classifier. To do so, 

the technique  1st utilizes the planned feature 

choice algorithmic program to rank all features 

supported their importance to the classification 

processes. 

5.4] Classification 

The optimum set of options is chosen, for all 

categories, five LS-SVM classifiers got to be 

applied on testing dataset. Each categoryifier 

distinguishes one class of records from the 
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others. As an example the categoryifier of 

traditional class distinguishes traditional 

information from non-Normal (All varieties 

of attacks). The DoS category distinguishes 

DoS traffic from nonDoS information 

(including traditional, Probe, R2L and U2R 

instances) so on. The five LS-SVM 

classifiers square measure then combined to 

make the intrusion detection model 

completely differentiate to 

tell apart} all different categories. The 

planned algorithmic program liquidator 

is applied on testing dataset to cut back 

the time of intrusion classification. 

Advantages: 

1. The experimental results square 

measure consistent and cozy. 

2. It doesn't contain duplicate 

information within the coaching and 

testing set. So the results square measure 

additional correct than the strategy 

which has higher detection rates 

victimization frequent records. 

3. The intrusion classification rates vary 

per completely different machine 

learning algorithmic program. Therefore 

it's helpful for efficient and correct 

detection of various learning technique 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. RESULTS 
 

 

 
Fig1. Statistical Analysis of Data: Normal or 

Anomaly 
 

 

Fig2. Attack Recognition: Type of Attack (Dos, 

U2r, R2l, Probing) 
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTUURE 

WORK 

The proposed feature selection algorithm is 

computationally efficient when it's applied 

to the LSSVM-IDS. The building (training) 

and test times consumed by the detection 

model using HFSA compared with the 

detection model using all features is less? A 

supervised filter-based feature selection 

algorithm has been proposed,  namely 

HFSA. HFSA is an improvement over MIFS 

and MMIFS. FMIFS suggests  a 

modification to Battiti’s algorithm to scale 

back the redundancy among features. The 

proposed LSSVM-IDS + HFSA has shown 

comparable results with other state-of the-art 

approaches when using the Corrected Labels 

sub dataset of the KDD dataset and tested  

on Normal, DoS, and Probe classes; it 

outperforms other detection models when 

tested on U2R and R2L classes. In future 

scope, the system is going to be 

implemented using another standard dataset 

either real time or non-real time. By 

reducing the offline time interval overhead, 

the web time interval is going to be 

minimized. 
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